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This is an interesting PhD. Doctoral Thesis combining three important approaches to
denim fabrics, namely textile technology, textile physics and textile psychology (subjective
evaluation). Such an approach brings original data and original interpretation of the obtained
results. The central and crucial term of the thesis is thermal comfort or more generally
clothing comfort. Moisture content and heat transfer are definitively the most important
factors in comfort. Therefore the experimental approach of the author to study air
permeability and thermal resistance is quite logical. Additionally, the author studied the state
of comfort in relation to subjective evaluation based on Kendall's approach. On the other
hand, less attention is devoted to mechanical properties and finishing.

The thesis has standard sections: Introduction (including aims), literature review,
experimental part, evaluation of the results, references (103 items) and list of publications of
the author. It should be stressed that Mangat is author or co-author of 5 original papers
published or accepted for publication in renowned international journals. In fact, the role of
the referee is facilitated by the fact, that the papers have been subject of careful examination
bythe scientific boards and editors of the international journals. This guaiantees high
scientific and formal level of the papers. Obviously, these papers are result of a team work
and contain also material produced by someone other than the candidate. Nevertheless,
M.M.A. Mangat appears as the first or second author at the articles. This indicates his
substantial contribution to the experimental and theoretical results of these works and their
interpretation. (The participation of the supervisor, Prof. L. Hess, is here quite logical.)

The introductory part shows that the author understands well the complex
relationships between individual factors that contribute to the state of comfort. It is well
written and its English style is good, as far as I can judge it. I recommend the author and the
supervisor to publish this part separately as an interesting review article. I have only three
comments to this part: First, the text is overloaded with abbreviations and acronyrns (AT pp,
SBC, KES, DF, SS, MS, F, P). A list of abbreviations would help. Second,thetitle of the
dissertation is too long and complicated and in fact does not correspond to the real contents of
the work. Third, the thesis is submitted to a CzechUniversity in the CzechRepublic.
Unflrtunltely, Czechtitle and Czechabstract of the work and Czechnames of the University
and Faculty are missing

The sections 3,4 bring Experimentalpart (pages 69-7I) and Evaluation of results
(pages 72-Il8).It can be seen that the author collected a comprehensive set of experimental
data, presents their evaluation and interpretation. In particular, the interrelations between



moisture, density and air permeability are interesting and original, as they were obtained for
an unusual denim structures. In fact, the results offer direct practical consequences for new
types of denim fabrics.

I have some comments and questions to the author that can initiate discussion during
and after the defense.

(1) Three properties are important for the thermal comfort: conductivity, absorbtivity,
and resistance. Characterize briefly their physical meaning and units.

(2) The state of comfort may depend on the extemal conditions (temperature,
humidity, wind, solar radiation). Is it possible to design and adjust a denim fabric
to a particular season of the year or to a particular weather ?

(3) Describe briefly the relation between surface roughness, friction and sensorial
comfort. How is sensorial comfort or tactile sensation influenced by the presence
of polymeric fibers in the denim structure ? Is it different on the reverse side ?

(4) Explain briefly the etymology and origin of the term "denim".

These questions do not deny the original work of the candidate and the very good
standard of the presented thesis. The candidate has proven an expertise in textile science,
textile physics'in particular. His scientific work is original and independent. Besides, the
amount of work is quite substantial. I recommend the thesis for the award of PhD. degree by
the Technical Universitv of Liberec.
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Aim:
The aim of this work is to be able to predict thermal resistance of fabric made
by using different yarns under various moisture conditions and its verification
by systematic testing of prototype denim samples. To compare the model with
experimental values and finding a substantial agreement between simulated and
experimental values. Computation of the influence of moisture on thermal
parameter of conventional and functional denim developed by employing
distinct fibre composition, types of weave and application of commonly used
textile auxiliaries. Comparative analysis of air and moisture permeability,
bending rigidity, geometrical roughness, moisture management capability,
colour changes during washing and surface friction of conventional and
functional denims. Subjective evaluation of conventional and functional denim
to obtain the difference amid the perception of people and the objective results.

Comments
General
Thesis submitted is related to develop a model for the prediction of thermal
resistance under wet conditions. Moreover, it is a statement of an effort to
develop a new kind of denim by using different types of fibers and applying
various kinds of hnishes. Thesis ends on the equation used to predict thermal
resistance of various kinds of denim under wet conditions and development of
denim made by using cotton and polypropylene. Such denim is a quite unusual
product which has been proved by doing various tests that it could keep the
human skin dry and warm under wet condition for longer time as compared to
traditional denim.

Author has used a comprehensive and complex approach to find the solution.
Moreover, description of the issue is quite deep and provides enough
information to understand the problem. Use of different approaches and their
analysis gives a comprehensive view of the interaction between thermal
conductivity, thermal resistance, and thermal absorptivity. The most complex



interface among thermal resistance, thickness and moisture regain is well
explained.

Use of objective and subjective evaluation methods to determine the most
suitable denim is an effort, which tells the amount of work and number of tests
on various machines. Such huge collection (180 samples) shows the original
work of the author. Results were precisely presented and conclusion was made.

Author has followed the traditional way of presenting the thesis. In
introductory part, problem is well defined. In Chapter 2, detail of problem is
explained with the help of different references (103 references). Third Chapter
depicts the testing method and Fourth Chapter describes the evaluation of
results. Conclusion is made in Fifth Chapter. It all shows the acceptance of the
work by author by journal after doing rigorous reviewing process.

It has been observed that presenting style is well defined and level of English
matches the required standard of language and punctuation.

Assessment of student's achievements

L A model has been developed considering that fabric is composed of yarn
(warp and weft) of same or of more than one kind of fiber, moisture and air.
Share of warp and weft in total yarn consumption, inter fiber and inter yarn
porosity, fabric and fiber density, share of air and moisture have been
simulated.
2. Second outcome is the development and testing of functional denim.
Functional denim made of cotton and Spun PP keeps its thermal resistance
property in wet conditions better than conventional denims, even better than
denim made by using cotton as warp and different weft yarns.
3. It was concluded that there is a significant adaptation in thermal parameters
due to the presence of textile auxiliaries. It emerges that one should be attentive
while selecting textile auxiliaries to keep thermal parameters under desired
limits.
4. Subjective evaluation was conducted to veriff the results derived from
objective measurement. One of the main confirmations is cooling effect of
denim. Thermal absorbtivity of Spun PP is less as compared to cotton, and it is
verified during subjective evaluation that people feel, cotton denim is cooler
than Spun PP denim.

The importance for practice and for the development of science

The current study is based on manufacturing process and finishing treatments
in denim. Therefore, the findings and outcomes are more useful for industrial
application. The study of hand behavior based on finishing treatments can help



the denim manufacturers to decide the best treatment for optimum hand and
comfort.

Looking to the impact on development of scientific knowledge, the thesis
provides necessary understanding of the structural changes in the denim fabric
upon chemical finishing which are responsible for changing thermal, moisture
transmission and low stress mechanical behavior. This leads to better
understanding of the interrelationship between chemistry of finishing and the
mechanics of denim fabric.

The best part of thesis is the model to predict the relationship between thermal
resistance, moisture and thickness of the fabric. Author has used a
comprehensive and complex approach to find the solution. I appreciate the
work of the Author.

Doctoral student publication activity

A few publications are made in journals. However, attempt should be made to
publish the results in impact journals. Under the title of work by author, there is
a list of five journal publications and many conference papers. In most of the
papers, author has the first position.

Comments on some specific points

l. Abstract is quite comprehensive. It needs
general.

to be more specific and less

2. Aims and objectives on Page 12 may be more specific and could be in few
lines.

3. Graph 4-3,4-4 and 4-5 shows the decrease of thickness with the increase of
moisture, I would like if author can explain these graphs and reason for the
decrease of thickness of denim fabric with the increase of moisture and was
it possible to use any other technique to measure the thickness of fabric.
Can you explain influence of swelling cotton fibers?

4. It would be appropriate to deeply analyze the formation of moisture in the
samples. This method is very specific and fundamentally affects the entire
system and philosophy of tests.

5. To increase the credibility would be appropriate to test for thermal
conductivity on other devices, for instance Skin Model.

6. Would it be possible to specifu a model of thermal resistance effect of a
closed vapour in structure of fabrics, or influence of moist air for thermal
conductivity?



Evaluation

Whole work is original and is a successful effort to solve a scientific problem.
Moreover, this work also carries an economic value. Functional denim may be
useful for people working under wet and cold climates and can save many lives
from a climatic threat.

Thesis submitted is related to develop a model for the prediction of thermal
resistance under wet conditions. Moreover, it is a statement of an effort to
develop a new kind of denim by using different types of fibers and applying
various kinds of finishes. Thesis ends on the equation used to predict thermal
resistance of various kinds of denim under wet conditions and presented of
denim made by using cotton and polypropylene. Such denim is a quite unusual
product which has been proved by doing various tests that it could keep the
human skin dry and warm under wet condition for longer time as compared to
traditional denim.

Finally I would recommend that this PhD thesis can be accepted and doctoral
degree can be awarded, besides some areas where minor explanations during
the oral are required.

Assoc.Prof. Ing.Antonin In Liberc ll5l20l2

Faculty of Texile engineerin
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